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LOGOS UPLOAD IN “ETIK” (Rel 4.10B) 
 
 

The following procedure allows to import a Logo (or a generic Image) in any “Etik”-realized Label 
accordingly to the Monochromatic Image Management, typical of “ITALORA” Printers . 
 
N.B. 
The procedure refers to the software “Paint” (“MS Paint”) installed on a “Windows 7” Operative System; 
it’s NOT the only possible procedure, but it certainly allows to reach the best goal for this specific 
application. 
(the same result CAN be obtained as well by using certain features available with the most various image-
processing or photo-editing software…) 
 
 
 

- Operating Mode - 
 
The procedure to successfully import a Logo (Image) in “ETIK” consists of 2 phases: 

• make the Logo Layout 
• import the Logo on the Label 

 
 
- Make the Logo Layout 
 
1) 
Open the original Logo with “Paint”. 
(the format type of the original file needs to be supported by “Paint”) 
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2) 
With the “Select” Tool, select the area of the Logo you want to import in “ETIK”, setting this way the 
actual margins around the Logo. 
 

 
 
3) 
“Right-Click”  on the selected area and choose the “Copy”  option. 
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4) 
Open a new “Paint” Sheet (Menu: “File – New” ). 
 

 
 
5) 
“Right-Click”  on the area of the new Sheet and choose the “Paste”  option. 
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6) 
“Right-Click”  on the area of the “Paint” Sheet and choose the “Resize” option. 
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7) 
In the “Resize” Window: 

- check the “Mantain Aspect Ratio” option 
- set the units in “Pixel”  (or points, or dots) 
- enter the actual “Horizontal Size” desired for the Logo, bearing in mind the Maximum Print Width 

of the Printer Model set in “ETIK” 
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8) 
Save the Logo this way obtained as a “.bmp – Monochrome Bitmap” (Menu: “File – Save as …”). 
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9) 
If, while saving, it will appear a warning window about loss of color quality in the file, continue saving 
without canceling. 
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- Import the Logo on the Label 
 
1) 
Open an “ETIK 4.10B” release with License Key. 
 

 
 
2) 
In the “File – Printer Setup” Menu, select the “Printer Model”  Tab and properly set the options related 
to the actual Printer Model. 
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3) 
In the “Label – Settings…” Menu, properly set the Label dimensions. 
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4) 
Select the “Insert Image” tool and open the “.bmp” file of the desired Logo (previously realized with 
“Paint”). 
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5) 
Once the Logo have been imported on the Label, it’s possible to modify its position with the “Select 
Object” tool and by clicking on the area of the Logo. 
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6) 
The orientation of the Logo can be modified by the “Rotate”  option. 
 

 
 
7) 
If the Logo presents particularly thin parts, the “Sharpen” option allows to improve Print quality. 
 

 
 
8) 
Once the managing of the Logo is completed, it’s possible to proceed with the final composition of the 
Label layout, the saving of the “.etk” file and the print of the Label by the properly functions of “ETIK”. 
 
 


